Subject  INAF
Course Number  U6177
Section  001
Title  Western European Public Opinion & Party Politics
Instructor(s)  Vanessa Scherrer
Semester  Spring 2008
Day/Time  R 4:10 PM-6:00 PM
Location  IAB 902
Call Number  67149
Credits  3.0
Applies to  Regional Concentration and Context: Western Europe
Approval  Open
Notes

Subject  PUAF
Course Number  U8470
Section  001
Title  Work/Family Policy in Advanced Industrial Countries
Instructor(s)  Claire Ullman
Semester  Spring 2008
Day/Time  W 11:00 AM-12:50 PM
Location  IAB 253
Call Number  13699
Credits  3.0
Applies to  Concentration: Social Policy (SOCP)
Concentration: Social Policy (SOCP)
Regional Concentration and Context: Western Europe
Approval  Open
Notes

Subject  ECON
Course Number  G6521
Section  001
Title  Economics of European Integration*
Instructor(s)  Seamus O'Cleireacain
Semester  Spring 2008
Day/Time  W 4:10 PM-6:00 PM
Location  BTBA RTBA
Call Number  21897
Credits  3.0
Applies to  Concentration: International Economic Policy (IEP)
MIA Core: Interstate Relations
Elective Courses: Economics
Elective Courses: Economics
Regional Concentration and Context: Western Europe

Approval
Notes

Subject REGN
Course Number U8127
Section 001
Title EU & the Challenges of the 21st Century*
Instructor(s) Glenda Rosenthal
Semester Spring 2008
Day/Time T 2:10 PM-4:00 PM
Location IAB 901
Call Number 12199
Credits 3.0
Applies to MIA Core: Interstate Relations
Regional Concentration and Context: Western Europe
Approval Department
Notes